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The View From Here

Volume I Spring 2018

Gail Doesken, Staff Inspector & Certification Specialist

In the last week I have seen two robins courting, spotted
swelling tree buds in my walks in the woods, and heard the
unmistakable calls of passing Sandhill cranes on their migration north. Though the ground outside is frozen and covered in
snow, the sun shines brightly today, and greets me earlier each
morning with the passing of days. Spring is near.
As we look toward the face of the changing seasons, we
too reflect back on the winter passed, the work completed, and
the work left yet undone. In the world of organic certification,
winter provides a brief moment of reflection before launching
us fully into preparations for the coming growing season.
Among these preparations, we are gifted with conference and
producer meeting season - a time to connect face-to-face with
our clients. We enjoy the opportunity this provides to engage
with your questions, concerns, and success stories. Thank you
for all who stopped by to say hello to NICS as we hit the road.
We attended a variety of conferences this year, making it to
Bauer Schuhl, the Grassworks Grazing Conference, Michigan
Small Farms Conference, MOSES Conference, Northern Indiana Grazing Conference, O-grain Conference, Practical Farmers of Iowa Conference, and TOGFA (Texas Organic Farmers
and Growers Association) Conference. Many of these conferences were new to us this year, and we enjoyed the interactions each of these conferences provided. We likewise hosted
producer meetings in Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Texas, and
Wisconsin. Producer meetings provide a valuable opportunity
for new or returning clients to meet face-to-face with our staff,
ask questions, and fill out paperwork. We hope you will reach
out to us if you know of new areas where a producer meeting

might be needed. We enjoyed meeting many of you and heard
a variety of concerns spanning from the challenging milk market, to grain imports, to how to deal with dicamba spray or
GMO drift on your farm.
In the words of one of our long-time clients and successful
organic farmer pioneers, every bump along the road can be
viewed not just as a challenge or problem, but as an opportunity. In turning a problem into an opportunity, we find solutions
that may not present themselves to us otherwise. We encourage you and your farming communities to seek out creative
solutions to these perplexing “opportunities” as they arise. We
also welcome your concerns and hope we can be partners in
forging a thriving organic farming community.
Many of you asked about our fee changes in 2018. We
have not raised fees in many years and did so this year after
much deliberation. While we continue to do what we can to
keep costs low, there are some things we must do every year
that carry an unavoidable cost. You may not be aware that certification agencies are required to take samples and conduct
unannounced inspections for a minimum of 5% of their clients
each year without charge to the clients. We also must pay and
send peer inspectors into the field each year to evaluate our
inspectors. These measures are important for maintaining
standards in the industry, but they do come at a cost. We welcome your questions and hope you will not hesitate to contact
us with your concerns along the way.
May your boots be blessed with the traces of black gold
this coming mud season. We look forward to green grass and
soft earth once more.
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In the Pipeline
Bringing You News of the NOP
Kris Olson, Staff Inspector & Certification Specialist

1. Organic Livestock and Poultry Practices Final Ruling:

Paper Chain Pot
Systems No
Longer Allowed
Elizabeth Tigan,
Certification Manager
Do you use that interesting
and time saving transplanting
system originating in Japan
called the Paper Chain Pot system? NICS has always thought
that this was an innovative system and has been happy to allow
our producers to use it after we
reviewed it for compliance with
the NOP and discussed it with
other certifiers. However, the
NOP recently sent a letter to inform all certifiers that the NOP
conducted their own review of
Paper Chain Pots and the NOP
will no longer be allowing these
pots for use. The NOP has given
a year for changes to take place,
which means you may continue
using the Paper Chain Pots
through the 2018 season, however, an alternative will be needed by 2019.
Additionally, the NOP has
stated that people who are interested in using this system may
petition the NOSB for inclusion
on the National List. It would also
appear that the originator of the
system in Japan has been made
aware of the situation and will try
to find a way to make compliant
pots.
Please let us know if this is
something that will affect you so
we can work together to find a
solution. Stay tuned for more
information on this system and
contact NICS to let us know what
your changes will be.
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Effective March 13, 2018, the USDA has officially withdrawn the proposed Organic
Livestock and Poultry Practices (OLPP) ruling. There have been no changes to the
existing livestock and poultry regulations. The USDA stated this ruling exceeded
the USDA’s statutory authority. The USDA also considers this a deregulatory action under Executive Order 13117, signed January 30, 2017.

2. Proposed rule changes to amend the National List (§205.600 §205.607)
On January 17, 2018, a proposed rule was published for public comment until
March 19, 2018, to amend the National List of Allowed and Prohibited Substances.
The recommendations for changes were submitted by the National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) to the Secretary of Agriculture. These recommendations reflect changes in the industry, along with the availability of organic alternatives for
substances proposed for removal. The proposed rule would change the restriction
for 17 substances currently allowed, add 14 new substances to the National List as
allowed, remove 1 allowed substance from the National List, and add 1 new substance as prohibited.

• One substance is recommended to be removed from the National List:
Ivermectin (Livestock) - remove from §205.603(a) as an allowed parasiticide
in organic livestock production. This proposed action would result in this substance being prohibited as a medical treatment in organic livestock production.
• The following substances would have a revised listing on the National List
should the proposed rule be finalized (these materials would still be allowed,
though the associated restriction will change):
Micronutrients (Crops); Chlorhexidine (Livestock); Parasiticides
(Livestock); Fenbendazole (Livestock); Moxidectin (Livestock); Xylazine
(Livestock); Lidocaine (Livestock); Procaine (Livestock); Methionine
(Livestock); Excipients (Livestock); Alginic Acid (Processing); Flavors
(Processing); Carnauba Wax (Processing); Cellulose (Processing); Chlorine
(Processing); Glycerin (Processing); and Colors (Processing).
• The following substances are proposed to be added to the National List:
Hypochlorous Acid (Crops, Livestock, and Processing); Magnesium Oxide
(Crops); Squid byproducts (Crops); Activated Charcoal (Livestock); Calcium Borogluconate (Livestock); Calcium Propionate (Livestock); Kaolin
Pectin (Livestock); Mineral Oil (Livestock); Injectable Vitamins, Minerals,
and Electrolytes (Livestock); Propylene glycol (Livestock); Acidified Sodium Chlorite (Livestock); Zinc Sulfate (Livestock); Potassium Lactate
(Processing); and Sodium Lactate (Processing).
• One substance is recommended to be added to the National List as prohibited:
Rotenone (Crops) - add to §205.602 as prohibited for use in organic crop
production.
The above changes reflect proposed rule changes and will not be effective until
the final Rule is published. Should the final Rule be published, NICS will furnish
clients with a copy of the updated Rule. There is currently no proposed effective
date, but these proposed changes may be coming soon.

Custom Livestock Management
Jenna Miller, Staff Inspector & Certification Specialist
It is time to begin fixing fences, line
up pastures, and literally watch the
grass grow. As many of you know,
there is nothing more satisfying for a
livestock farmer than turning the animals out to pasture for the first time in
the season. But with all of the frolicking
and fresh springtime scents (not to
mention fieldwork and planting!), it can
be easy to overlook the paperwork you
need to have when using pastures not
located on your farm. The following is a
quick recap of what you should know
and the paperwork you will need depending upon your specific situation.
The most common scenario we
encounter is when you – the farmer –
certify the pasture a few houses or
miles away. The livestock go to the
pasture in the spring and come back in
the fall. While the landowner may put
out the salt and mineral you provide,
they have no management of the cattle, and they call you when there are
any problems. In this situation, you will
need a map and a Prior Land Use Declaration (PLUD) form for the pasture(s)
being requested for certification for the
first time. You will also need to record
the dates the cattle go to and come
from the pasture. This pasture is to be
listed in your OSP as an “off-farm location.” Lastly, you will need to have ration and dry matter intake (DMI) records available at your inspection provided for the off-site livestock.
The second most common scenario we cross is the polar opposite. The
landowners have certified the pastures
and are also certified for organic custom livestock management. They take
over complete management of the livestock from the second the animals set
hoof on-farm until the second they
leave. The custom managers administer treatments, as needed, provide
feed, and track the rations and DMI
received from pasture. As a farmer, it is
like paying someone to provide you a
break…so you can work really hard on
your own farm during those summer
months. In these situations, you will
need to have a copy of the custom livestock manager’s organic certificate
(which includes the livestock scope)
along with a statement/receipt/invoice
documenting when the cattle leave and
return to your farm. You also need to

maintain a list of the animals housed
off-site at the certified location. Livestock treatments administered by the
custom livestock manager will need to
be recorded for Individual Herd Health
Records (IHHR) that your inspector will
want to see at your inspection.
In the event the landowner has
taken it upon themselves to certify the
pasture but they are not actively managing the livestock on-site, you are expected to have a copy of the landowner’s organic certificate for pasture and
a statement for the dates the cattle
were kept at the off-site location as part
of your recordkeeping. Finally, DMI
records will need to be maintained from
the off-site location.
There have been found to be situations in which it is not so black and
white to assess who is “managing” the
livestock. In order to determine which
scenario your pastured livestock fall
under, it can be helpful to ask the following questions:
• Who maintains the fence and rotates
the pastures?
• If the livestock need additional feed
during the pasture season, who decides when and how much?
• Who keeps the DMI and ration records?
• If an animal requires medical attention, who decides to administers it?
• Who is certifying the pasture?
• Who decides which salt and mineral
are fed out?

We have seen it all – the retired
farmer who wants to manage a few
head of cattle in the adjacent pasture,
the young couple who are trying to understand livestock management but do
not yet have the means to get into it
themselves, the friend down the road
with some extra acres available. If the
landowner keeps an eye on the livestock, the fences, and maybe even
decides when to turn the cattle into the
next paddock or to put out a new salt
block, but they are not deciding when
to call a vet, or what new mineral the
livestock will get, this person is not
viewed as a custom livestock manager.
Even if the landowner clips the pasture,
they are not viewed as a custom manager. If you, the livestock owner, tell
the landowner to feed them a bale of
hay a week – but you provide the hay –
they are not viewed as a custom manager. However, if you entrust feed
sourcing, healthcare, ration changes,
or record keeping responsibilities to
this person, they are viewed as a custom manager.
If you are still unsure which scenario you fit, feel free to give us a call. Life
is not lived in checkboxes, which is
tricky when a certification program can
appear that way. We strive to help you
find those greener pastures.
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Organic Seed Search
Jenna Miller, Staff Inspector & Certification Specialist
We have many discussions with producers about
seed this time of year. It is
time to select varieties and
order seed so when you are
ready to frost-seed or break
ground, you are primed to go.
But what about that pesky
part of the Rule that says certified organic operations have to
use certified organic seed or
planting stock, when commercially available? While it can
certainly seem like a nuisance,
the more we talk about it over
with producers, the more apparent it becomes that the real
issue is commercial availability
– or lack thereof. Some crops
have a well-developed organic
seed pool to select from, such
as corn and butternut squash,
while other crops seem to just
flounder, creating headaches
for the producer who now has to document an Organic applications of products to remove growing obstacles.
Seed Search (OSS), and obtain untreated, non-GMO The genetics of certified organic seed are believed to be
documentation proving the nonorganic varieties of seed more diverse and better-suited to the low-input environthey are left to choose from are acceptable for use in ment of organic production. In other words, organic
organic production.
seed production is different from conventional seed proWhy does the Rule put this
duction, and should perform
imposition on organic producbetter over time in organic growers? Even though seeking certiing conditions with quality seed
The genetics of certified organic seed
fied organic seed in a marketgenetics selected for organic
are believed to be more diverse and
place of seemingly limited opgrowing conditions. In addition,
better-suited to the low-input
tions can feel like a hopeless
according to the Organic Seed
environment of organic production.
cause at best, or a headache at
Alliance (OSA), reliance on orIn other words, organic seed
worst, it is helpful to keep in
ganic seed can address some
mind that all aspects of the Rule
of the bigger challenges that
production is different from
were enacted with good cause
exist in agriculture today, includconventional seed production
and careful intention.
ing, “...the preservation of crop
and should perform better
One reason for the organic
genetic diversity and agricultural
seed requirement is to apply the over time in organic growing conditions. biodiversity; the privatization of
Rule consistently across all
seed and market consolidation;
scopes (Livestock, Processing,
agricultural production fueled by
Crops, etc.). Livestock producers must purchase certi- high-input chemical systems that are toxic to humans
fied organic feed, and processors must source certified and nature; genetic vulnerability in the seed and crops
organic ingredients. It stands to reason that growers grown; nutritional deficiencies in the food supply; and
should source certified organic seed. Likewise, the laws social and economic injustices faced by farmers, plant
of supply and demand are at work. Talking to seed breeders, and the communities they feed.”
dealers and seed companies about your need for orNon-organic seed is produced with higher use of
ganic seed communicates to them that there is a de- chemical inputs to preserve the crop – and ultimately
mand for certified organic seed with the specific traits seed. Many of the chemical inputs are petroleum based
desired for certain climates and needs.
and even organic operations regularly sourcing untreatFurthermore, organic crops resulting in seed pro- ed/non-GMO seed may leave behind a significant “seed
duction are grown and adapted to organic growing con- footprint.” Research done by the OSA has found that of
ditions because they have not been able to rely on over- the 400-500 acres of conventional cabbage seed grown
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Paperwork Headache or Worthy Cause?
in Washington state, 100% of the seed crop acreage re- or alfalfa with leaf-hopper resistance). Three (3) compaceives at least one application of herbicide, insecticide, nies that source organic seed need to be contacted,
and fungicide. While approximately half of the acreage which means that checking with one dealer that deals for
receives only one application of each, the remaining acre- 3 companies providing organic seed may satisfy the reage may receive up to 3 applications of herbicide, 3 appli- quirements, as long as the date, companies checked, and
cations of insecticide, and 3 applications of fungicide. reason organic seed could not be purchased are recordSourcing non-organic seed that is untreated and non- ed. For produce crops, maintaining a minimum of three
GMO may be necessary (and therefore allowed per the (3) catalogues on-farm that carry organic seed can serve
Rule) due to a lack of organic options.
as a sufficient OSS. Allowable
Selecting the right varieties
However, use of non-organic seed in
reasons that organic seed could
organic systems does not contribute to
not be purchased include unavailfor your climate, soil types,
decreased use of synthetic pesticides,
able form/variety, inadequate
and market needs can make a
herbicides, and fungicides or the orquality, or the quantity needed
noticeable difference to your
ganic ethic.
cannot be provided. Cost, as statbottom line. Seeds are one of the
In 2016, OSA published the State
ed in the Rule, is not an allowed
most fundamental inputs in any
of Organic Seed, 2016. Countless
reason to purchase non-organic
companies, universities, organic busiseed.
cropping system.
nesses, and seed companies particiThe organic seed requirepated in this study to paint a clearer
ments are part of the Rule for
picture of organic seed challenges and opportunities. Ac- more than just a paperwork headache or regulatory purcording to this report, “organic farmers report using more pose. Conventional seed may be sold without treatments
organic seed… [and] are more satisfied with the organic or the use of genetic modifications (GM) and is therefore
seed they’re using” as compared to five years prior. The allowed for use in organic production once organic opreport additionally shows that funding for organic seed tions have been exhausted. Conventional seed may also
research increased from $9M between 1996-2010 up to be produced with a high use of chemical inputs. In addi$22M from 2011-2016, which may be a big help in the tion, while many farmers cite higher yields or reliable crop
continued development of quality organic seed that fits consistency/conformity among some non-organic variethe needs of producers and markets. The challenges cur- ties, the non-organic seed varieties may not be as tolerrently facing organic seed noted in the report include a ant to weed, pest, disease or climate influences as organlack of experienced organic seed producers and buyer ic counterparts, so performance over time may not be
specifications necessitating non-organic variety purchas- drastically different. Through further development of the
es (as we commonly see with produce, cotton, rice, and organic seed industry, we can only hope to see continued
peanut production). Further struggles include GM con- growth in seed availability, diversity, performance and
tamination of organic seed plots, intellectual property right consistency to meet the demands of certified organic proconcerns, limited access to appropriate germplasm for ducers.
organic plant breeding, and general underfunding of organic seed research.
At the end of the day, it is fair to say we all recognize
the need to grow the organic seed industry and supply.
As demand for organic products, crops, and grains grows,
RESOURCES
and the number of certified organic operations grows, it
stands to reason that the organic seed supply must grow
• National Organic Program, “Seeds, Annual Seedlings,
in both quantity and diversity. Working to source organic
and Planting Stock in Organic Crop Production,” https://
seed, in spite of the headaches, will ultimately help to
www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/5029.pdf
expand options and grow the organic seed industry.
Seeds are literally some of the smallest components of
• Organic Seed Finder, www.organicseedfinder.org
any farming operation (perhaps second only to microbes!), but selecting the right varieties for your climate,
• Organic Seed Alliance, https://seedalliance.org/
soil types, and market needs can make a noticeable difference to your bottom line. Seeds are one of the most
• Organic Seed Alliance, “State of Organic Seed,”
fundamental inputs in any cropping system.
https://stateoforganicseed.org
When searching for organic seed, keep in mind that
regardless of named varieties (ie, Winterbor Kale or De• Extension, “Why Organic Seed?”
Dell 1960 corn), each operation is looking for specific
http://articles.extension.org/pages/18339/whytraits that will perform well under specific conditions. (ie.
organic-seed
97-day corn with easy-handpicking and drought tolerance
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Catching The Drift
Bry Everson, Staff Inspector & Certification Specialist
Spray drift has been
a topic of discussion
more than usual of late.
Dicamba being the latest culprit. However,
spray drift has always
been a part of the game
for certifying agents,
and as long as conventional and organic farms
reside in proximity to
each other, it will continue to be.
Spray drift is defined
as the movement of a
spray solution from the
intended target to a
place where it isn’t
wanted or the movement of spray droplets or pesticide vapors out of the targeted sprayed area. It usually happens one of two ways:

Besides notifying your certification agency of the suspected spray drift, you should likewise notify the state
agency responsible for investigating drift cases. This agency varies from state to state, but if you are having trouble
finding the correct contact information, your certifying agent
may be able to help. The Pesticide Action Network (aka:
PAN) also has the contact information for all of the state
agencies as well as numerous other resources available to
organic farmers, including drift report forms and numerous
articles. The Pesticide Action Network can be contacted via
their website www.panna.org, or phone (715)788-9020.
In order to collect compensation for damages inflicted by
drift, a report should be filed with the applicable state agency as soon as possible. Usually the cut-off for filing a report
is about 60 days, but this may vary from state to state. Your
certification agency will likely conduct their own sampling
and investigation and may be able to provide you with sample results and documentation to assist your case.
In the case of drift, prevention is key. There are many
ways you can work to prevent drift, including maintaining
adequate buffers. Planting trees and shrubs in the buffer
zone may be helpful for creating a more vertical buffer.
• Particle Drift - movement
Posting “Organic Farm” or “No
of spray particles off or
Spray” signs, registering with
You are required to notify your certifying Driftwatch, and informing your
beyond the target
agent of any spray drift on your farm.
neighbors of your farms organic
• Vapor Drift - volatilization
status can all help to reduce the
of the pesticide molecules
§205.400(f)(1): Immediately notify the
risk of drift. Laws differ from state
and their movement off
certifying agent concerning any
to state in regards to road rightstarget.
application, including drift, of a prohibited of-way and utility paths, but often
an agreement can be reached
Many producers are not onsubstance to any field, production unit,
site when drift occurs. This is
site, facility, livestock, or product that is (preferably in writing) in which
the governing body will not
why it may be a good idea to
part of an operation.
spray, if the land owner takes
walk your fields regularly during
responsibility for maintenance
the spraying season to check for
(mowing, trimming, weed control, etc.).
signs of drift. Evidence of drift includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Leaf curling
Wilting
Discoloration
Unusual dust or droplets on the plants or ground
Unpleasant odor

It is believed that only a fraction of spray drift incidents
are reported. However, it is important to understand that
you are required to notify your certifying agent per
§205.400(f)(1): Immediately notify the certifying agent concerning any application, including drift, of a prohibited substance to any field, production unit, site, facility, livestock,
or product that is part of an operation.
If you think that your fields may have experienced drift
please talk to your neighbors and see if they have done any
spraying recently. Collect as much information as possible,
including products sprayed, pictures, date, time, and weather conditions.
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Obtaining “Do Not Spray” Signs for your Farm
Many variations of signs exist. Be sure to place it along areas
of your land where spray drift might be a concern. If you do
not have the time to create your own the following options
might be right for you:
1.

If you live and farm in Minnesota, the Minnesota Department of Agriculture provides up to 8 “Do Not Spray” signs
to certified organic farms in Minnesota, free of cost: http://
www.mda.state.mn.us/food/organic/
oraganicdonotspray.aspx or by phone: 651-201-6012.

2.

Many companies and nonprofits such as Midwest Organic Sustainable Education Services (MOSES) and Ohio
Ecological Food and Farm Association (OEFFA) also sell
the signs.

David Hettenbach, Staff Inspector & Certification Specialist
As the days get longer and winter slowly gives way to and keep inspection costs down for everyone who does not
spring, the inspection season draws nearer. Our inspectors cancel their inspection. Since inspection costs are spread
are excited to get out there and hear how your year has out over the number of producers on any given inspection
been. We want everyone to have the best inspection expe- trip, when one producer on an inspection trip cancels, this
rience possible. Since having a good inspection starts with increases the cost for all other producers on that trip as the
scheduling, we wanted to share with you our inspection travel costs must then be spread out over a smaller number
scheduling process before the season starts.
of producers. Further, rescheduling your inspection may
As many of you already know (and some will find out!), result in a higher inspection bill later, as NICS may have to
following your inspection you receive what has in years send an inspector to your area solely to inspect your operapast been called the “inspection cost overrun bill.” This is tion (if all other operations in the area have already been
essentially an invoice for the cost above the inspection de- inspected). In that case you alone will shoulder all inspecposit (which you paid with your fees at the beginning of the tion travel costs.
year). This bill covers travel costs
NICS inspectors work hard to schedassociated with the inspection trip,
ule inspection trips in an efficient
including mileage, food, and lodgmanner to save our producers time
NICS inspectors work hard to
ing for the inspector. At the con- schedule inspection trips in an efficient and money. We understand emerclusion of an inspection trip, ingencies arise and some situations in
manner to save producers time and
spectors add up the total cost for
life are out of one’s control, but it is
money… but it is important to
each of these categories (food,
important to understand that it is a
understand that it is a group effort to
mileage, and lodging) and spreads
group effort to keep inspection costs
keep inspection costs down for
these costs over the total number
down. If you must reschedule an inof producers on the trip. Since
spection, please contact NICS as
everyone.
these inspection costs are spread
soon as you know. The sooner your
out over the total number of proinspector knows, the easier time they
ducers on a trip, scheduling is key to minimizing inspection will have filling in your cancellation spot with another incosts for everyone.
spection. If you must reschedule an inspection, consider
When scheduling your inspection, inspectors consider a contacting other NICS certified producers in your area to try
number of things, including time of season the inspection to switch inspection times with them rather than cancel your
needs to take place (dairy farms need to be inspected dur- inspection. NICS inspectors are flexible in this regard and
ing pasture season), daylight hours available, the most cost are happy to accommodate this to keep the same number
-effective route to keep mileage costs down, and more. of producers on a trip. Finally, please make every effort
NICS strives to contact producers a minimum of two weeks possible to keep your originally scheduled inspection time.
prior to their inspections, giving producers time to prepare Here at NICS we strive to provide certification services that
for their inspection and call to reschedule, if necessary. are sound, sensible, and affordable, and NICS inspectors
New to 2018, NICS has an inspection cancellation fee of would like to help keep some money in your pocket by
$100 that may be charged to clients who cancel a sched- keeping inspection costs to a minimum for everyone.
uled inspection up to one week prior to inspection. This fee
was put in place in an effort to cut down on cancellations
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